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In June 2008, ABC’s “Good Morning America” (GMA) aired a
special episode imagining the future and making predic,ons
about the impact of global warming on the earth and humanity
over the next century. In the program, an “expert” claimed that
in 2015, the sea level would rise rapidly, causing New York to be
inundated by the sea. One interviewee said by that ,me there
would be “ﬁre extending hundreds of miles,” a gallon of milk
would cost $12.90, and a gallon of gasoline would cost $9. The
viewpoints presented in the show were so exaggerated that a
host of the show couldn’t help but ques,on if all of this was
really possible.
In actuality, this is not the main ques,on that the media has to
consider. Environmentalism uses “crisis awareness” to drive the
public, yet crisis awareness and uncertainty are two diﬀerent
concepts. How can things not yet conﬁrmed by science warrant
a sense of crisis? Therefore, environmentalism uses the banner
of protec,ng mankind’s future to suppress diﬀerent voices and

arrive at a public consensus under the pretense of a scien,ﬁc
consensus.
Danish economist Bjørn Lomborg wrote that climate warming
was caused by human ac,vity in his book The Skep,cal
Environmentalist: Measuring the Real State of the World.
However, he believed that human adaptability and technological
advancement would ward oﬀ the occurrence of disaster. As this
did not conform to the environmentalist dogma of man-made
climate change, he was subsequently cri,cized by people of
many diﬀerent professions.
The chairman of the U.N. Climate Change Panel compared
Lomborg to Hitler. The Danish CommiFee on Scien,ﬁc
Dishonesty announced aGer an inves,ga,on that Lomborg had
commiFed “scien,ﬁc dishonesty” (but subsequent government
inves,ga,ons proved that Lomborg was innocent). His
opponents aFempted to use the decision of the CommiFee on
Scien,ﬁc Dishonesty to revoke his posi,on as director of the
Danish Environmental Assessment Ins,tute. At the train sta,on,
people were not even willing to stand on the same plaHorm as
Lomborg. One environmentalist threw a pie at him.
In his book The Great Global Warming Blunder: How Mother
Nature Fooled the World’s Top Climate Scien,sts, Dr. Roy
Spencer, a climatologist and former NASA satellite expert,

summarized a list of fourteen propaganda techniques used by
environmentalists, including causing panic, appealing to
authority, herd mentality, assurances of victory, personal
aFacks, sensa,onalism, and crea,ng rumors.
In 2006, Bri,sh journalist Brendan O’Neill wrote “A Climate of
Censorship,” an ar,cle describing the suppression of opinion
and derisive rhetoric faced by people in many countries if they
dare doubt the theory of climate change. For example, one
Bri,sh diplomat said in a public speech that those who doubt
climate change should be treated by the media no diﬀerently
than terrorists, and that they should not be given a plaHorm to
speak.
O’Neill points out that those skep,cal of the theory of climate
change have been labeled “deniers.” This includes various
groups of people ranging from those who acknowledge climate
warming but feel we are able to cope with it, to those who
completely deny warming as a scien,ﬁc phenomenon. The
potency of this label is considerable. Charles Jones, a re,red
English professor at the University of Edinburgh, said that the
term “denier” is designed to place skep,cs on the same level of
moral depravity as Holocaust deniers. According to O’Neill, some
people even claim that skep,cs of climate change theory are
accomplices in a coming eco-Holocaust and may face
Nuremberg-style trials in the future.

A well-known environmentalist writer wrote, “We should
conduct war trials on gits (the skep,cs of climate warming
theory) — like a climate version of the Nuremberg trial.” One
author commented: “Only in authoritarian countries have I
heard this manner of convic,ng thought or speech. …
Demonizing a group of people and describing their speech as
toxic and dangerous is but one step away from conduc,ng more
rigorous levels of censorship.” This judgment is correct.
Restric,ng the right to think is one of the ways communism
divorces people from a concept of good and evil that is based on
universal values.
A professor of astronomy at Harvard published a paper
discussing the role of the sun in climate change based on
historical temperature records in the earth’s past. Because this
challenged the dogma of humans being the culprit of climate
change, an environmentalist website labeled him an “aFempted
mass murderer” and all other dissenters as “felons.”
Such examples are too numerous to count. A senior oﬃcial of a
large environmental group warned that the media should think
twice before broadcas,ng the views of climate-change skep,cs
because “allowing such misinforma,on to spread would cause
harm.”

The Bri,sh foreign secretary said in a speech that just as
terrorists are not allowed to appear in the media, skep,cs of
global warming should not have the right to air their ideas.
Mainstream columnists in Australia are beginning to consider
prosecu,ng deniers of climate change on charges of “crimes
against humanity.” At a summit aFended by important
poli,cians in Australia, including the prime minister, a proposal
was made to deprive violators of their ci,zenship. One idea was
to re-examine Australian ci,zens and reissue ci,zenship only to
those who have veriﬁed they are “friendly to the climate
environment.”
Some have even tried to use legal force to ex,nguish the voices
of opponents of the climate- warming hypothesis. In 2015,
twenty academics sent a leFer to the U.S. president and the
aForney general reques,ng that the Racketeer Inﬂuenced and
Corrupt Organiza,ons Act be used to inves,gate companies and
organiza,ons with nonstandard views on climate change. This
amounts to aFemp,ng to use the law to inhibit freedom of
speech.
In 2016, the aForneys general of several states formed a
coali,on to inves,gate whether tradi,onal energy industries
were misleading investors and the public on “the impact of
climate change” and if so, to prosecute. As pointed out by the
Heritage Founda,on, such allega,ons and inves,ga,ons of

those who hold diﬀerent opinions violate the First Amendment
of the U.S. Cons,tu,on and s,ﬂe the debate on important
public policies.
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